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New American Economy Trust

Series 4

A 2 Year Unit Investment Trust
The New American Economy

The way in which humans and businesses operate and interact continues to evolve, and that rate of change has never been quicker. This evolution has
occurred in areas including technology, health care and commerce. Furthermore, the pandemic caused by the novel form of coronavirus disease first
detected in 2019 (“COVID-19”) has triggered a societal and economic paradigm shift that may last for decades.
We believe the already rapid evolution taking place, combined with the force of change brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic, will form the basis of the
new American economy.

Strategy Background

Description of Portfolio

We sought to provide total return potential through capital appreciation
and dividend income by identifying innovative and quality U.S. companies
with the potential to thrive in the new American economy. We chose to
focus on the thematic areas of Health Care, Technology and E-Commerce in
an effort to find proven leaders and innovators that will likely continue that
trend in the new American economy.

Selection Process
Starting Universe

Health Care

Technology

E-Commerce

INCEPTION DATE:
TERMINATION DATE:
INITIAL OFFER PRICE
MINIMUM INVESTMENT
NUMBER OF ISSUES:
DISTRIBUTIONS:1
HISTORICAL12-MONTH DISTRIBUTION:2
CUSIP (CASH):
CUSIP (REINVESTMENT):
FEE-BASED CUSIP (CASH):
FEE-BASED CUSIP (REINVESTMENT):
TICKER:

March 11, 2022
March 8, 2024
$10.00
100 units
(may vary by selling firm)
30
MONTHLY (if any)
$0.0529 (per unit)
83193K 546
83193K 553
83193K 561
83193K 579
STNADX

Sales Charges3 (based on a $10 public offering price)
Standard Accounts
Transactional Sales Charge:

In selecting the portfolio for the trust, we applied various
screens and considered the following factors, among others:
Analyst Coverage & Ratings

Earnings

Valuation

Proﬁtability

Financial Strength

Dividends

Initial
Deferred
Creation & Development Fee4:		
Maximum Sales Charge: 		

0.00%
2.25%
0.50%
2.75%

The initial sales charge is paid at the time of purchase and is the difference
between the total sales charge (maximum of 2.75% of the public offering
price) and the sum of the remaining deferred sales charge and the total
creation and development fee. When the public offering price per unit is
less than or equal to $10, you will not pay an initial sales fee. When the
public offering price per unit is greater than $10 per unit, you will pay an
initial sales fee.

Final Portfolio of 30 Stocks

Distributions, if any, will be made commencing on April 25, 2022.
The Historical 12-Month Distribution of Trust Holdings is calculated by taking the weighted average of the regular income distributions paid by the securities
included in the trust’s portfolio over the 12 months preceding the trust’s date of deposit reduced to account for the effects of trust fees and expenses. This historical
distribution is for illustrative purposes only and is not indicative of amounts that will actually be distributed by the trust. The distributions paid by the trust may be
higher or lower than the amount shown above due to factors including, but not limited to, changes in the price of trust units, changes (including reductions) in
distributions paid by issuers, changes in actual trust expenses and sales of securities in the portfolio. There is no guarantee that the issuers of the securities included
in the trust will pay any distributions in the future.
1
2

Investors should consider the trust’s investment objective, risks, charges and expenses carefully before investing. The prospectus contains this
and other information relevant to an investment in the trust. Please read the prospectus carefully before you invest. If a prospectus did not accompany
this literature, please contact SmartTrust at (888) 505-2872 to obtain a free prospectus.
Hennion & Walsh is a member of FINRA/SIPC. 2001 Route 46, Waterview Plaza, Parsippany, NJ 07054 (888) 505-2872 www.smarttrustuit.com
NOT FDIC INSURED • NOT BANK GUARANTEED • MAY LOSE VALUE

The deferred sales charge is a charge of $0.225 per unit and will be
deducted in three monthly installments commencing on September 20,
2022. The initial and deferred sales fees do not apply to fee-based
accounts. Please see the prospectus for sales charge details.
Fee/Wrap Accounts
Creation & Development Fee :
Maximum Sales Charge:
3

0.50%
0.50%

EQUITY SECURITIES – 100.00%
Communication Services – 5.91%

HRMY

Harmony Biosciences Holdings, Inc.

GOOGL

Alphabet Inc.

JNJ

Johnson & Johnson

CARG

CarGurus, Inc.

MRK

Merck & Co., Inc.

Consumer Discretionary – 19.65%

Percentages are based on a $10.00 per unit offering price. For unit prices other
than $10.00, percentages of initial sales charge, creation and development
fee, and deferred sales charges will vary. Early redemption will still cause
payment of the deferred sales charge. The table above shows the initial
offering period sales charges only.
4
The creation and development fee is a charge of $.050 per unit collected at
the end of the initial offering period. If the price you pay exceeds $10 per unit,
the creation and development fee will be less than 0.50%; if the price you pay
is less than $10 per unit, the creation and development fee will exceed 0.50%.
In addition to the sales charges listed, UITs are subject to annual operating
expenses and organization costs.
3

Portfolio Allocation as of March 11, 2022:
Consumer Staples
3.41%
Communication Services
5.91%

Consumer Discretionary
19.65%

Portfolio Holdings as of March 11, 2022:

Information Technology – 43.91%

FLWS

1-800-FLOWERS.COM, Inc.

ATEN

A10 Networks, Inc.

AMZN

Amazon.com, Inc.

ACIW

ACI Worldwide Inc.

ETSY

Etsy, Inc.

AKAM

Akamai Technologies, Inc.

LOW

Lowe’s Companies, Inc.

AAPL

Apple Inc.

RVLV

Revolve Group, Inc.

DELL

Dell Technologies Inc.

SSTK

Shutterstock, Inc.

IDCC

InterDigital, Inc.

MA

Mastercard Incorporated

MSFT

Microsoft Corporation

MITK

Mitek Systems, Inc.

Consumer Staples – 3.41%
WMT

Walmart Inc.

Health Care – 27.12%
ABBV

AbbVie Inc.

QCOM

QUALCOMM, Inc.

AMPH

Amphastar Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

NOW

ServiceNow, Inc.

BSX

Boston Scientific Corporation

V

Visa Inc.

CVS

CVS Health Corporation

VMW

VMware, Inc.

ENTA

Enanta Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

Information Technology
43.91%

Health Care
27.12%

Risk Considerations

Unitholders can lose money by investing in this trust. An investment in units of the trust should be made with an understanding of the risks related to the
trust, such as the following:
• Security prices will fluctuate. The value of your investment may fall over time. The potential economic impacts of COVID-19, which spread rapidly around the
globe which led the World Health Organization to declare the COVID-19 outbreak a pandemic in March 2020, are not fully known. The COVID-19 pandemic,
or any future public health crisis, are impossible to predict and could result in adverse market conditions which may negatively impact the performance of
the securities in the portfolio and the trust.
• The financial condition of an issuer may worsen or its credit ratings may drop,resulting in a reduction in the value of your units. This may occur at any point in
time, including during the initial offering period.
• The issuer of a security may be unwilling or unable to declare dividends in the future or may reduce the level of dividends declared. This may reduce the level
of distributions the trust pays which could reduce your income and cause the value of your units to fall. The COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in a decline
in economic activity and caused many companies to reduce the level of dividends declared and many companies may be unwilling or unable to declare
dividends for the foreseeable future. It is also possible that current or future government aid programs could limit companies from paying dividends as a
condition to receiving government aid or discourage companies from doing so.
• The trust’s strategy might not be successful in identifying stocks that will be leaders of the new American economy or that such stocks will appreciate in value
or avoid future declines in value during the life of the trust. The duration, magnitude and impact of the COVID-19 pandemic is impossible to predict and
could worsen over the life of the trust. Government restrictions could be increased or continued longer than expected and have material adverse impacts on
the companies in the portfolio. There is no assurance that an economic or market recovery will occur during the term of the trust.
• The trust invests significantly in E-Commerce companies as defined above. E-Commerce companies are generally subject to the risks of rapidly changing
technologies; short product life cycles; fierce competition; aggressive pricing; frequent introduction of new or enhanced products and services; the loss
of patent, copyright and trademark protections; cyclical market patterns; evolving industry standards; decreased demand for new equipment; decreased
demand for freight and logistics services; occupancy and rent levels of real estate; and frequent new product and service introductions. Negative
developments in E-Commerce companies and related industries will affect the value of your investment more than would be the case in a more diversified
investment.
• The trust is considered to be concentrated in securities issued by companies in the health care and information technology sectors. Negative developments
in these sectors may affect the value of your investment more than would be the case in a more diversified investment. General risks of companies in
the health care sector include the impacts of existing and changing government regulations and spending, increasing competition from new products
or services, loss of patent and other intellectual property protection and substantial research and development costs. General risks of companies in the
information technology sector include rapidly changing technologies, short product life cycles, frequent introduction of new or enhanced products, the
impacts of existing and changing government regulations, and the loss of patent and other intellectual property protections.
• The portfolio includes equity securities issued by operating companies in the health care sector. Negative developments in this sector may affect the value
of your investment more than would be the case in a more diversified investment. General risks of companies in the health care sector include the impacts
of existing and changing government regulations and spending, increasing competition from new products or services, loss of patent and other intellectual
property protection and substantial research and development costs.
• The trust may invest in stocks of small and mid-size companies. These stocks are often more volatile and have lower trading volumes than stocks or
larger companies. Small and mid-size companies may have limited products or financial resources, management inexperience and less publicly available
information.
• The trust is not actively managed. Except in limited circumstances, the trust will hold, and continue to buy, shares of the same securities even if their market
value declines.
• The sponsor may offer successive trusts with similar portfolios thereby allowing the investor to pursue the same strategy over a number of years. Investors
should consider their ability to pursue investing in successive trusts, if available. There may be tax consequences associated with investing in the trust and
rolling over an investment from one trust to the next.

